A kinetic impact to the asteroid 1999 JU3 by a 300kg-class impactor spacecraft is studied. This study is a part of conceptual studies conducted within the mission design of "Hayabusa-2", the second Japanese asteroid sample-return mission. In contrast with the finally selected "Small Carry-on Impactor(SCI)" concept, the present paper shows a feasibility of a different option, the kinetic impact by a 300kg class dedicated spacecraft. This option is valuable in terms of its scientific outcome, as the impact energy is 100 times larger than the current SCI concept. This paper discusses the feasibility of the terminal impact guidance and navigation using an onboard optical telescope. The study assumes a ground operator-in-the-loop guidance scheme, which is deemed to be the lowest development risk within the limited schedule before launch. It is shown that the ground-based terminal guidance is achievable with the accuracy of 200-300m with a realistic amount of fuel and operational load.
Introduction
A kinetic impact to the asteroid 1999 JU3 by a 300kg-class impactor spacecraft is studied. JAXA is now developing the second asteroid sample return mission "Hayabusa-2", which is to fly to, and return back from the asteroid 1999 JU3.
1) The launch of Hayabusa-2 is scheduled to be in the end of 2014. This study is a part of the conceptual studies for Hayabusa-2 mission to generate an artificial crater on the asteroid surface by a kinetic impact. Several concepts were proposed to realize this kinetic impact mission, of which the "Small Carry-on Impactor(SCI)" system has been finally adopted for the Hayabusa-2 mission.
2) The SCI utilizes "Explosively Formed Projectile" technology, and realizes 2km/s impact velocity with 2kg impact mass.
3) The stand-off distance for the acceleration is so short that it can be released from the main spacecraft hovering as low as 500m above the asteroid surface.
The concept discussed in this paper, on the other hand, was an alternative candidate of the kinetic impact mission having been proposed during the conceptual study. In this concept, a dedicated spacecraft called "impactor spacecraft" is launched together with the main spacecraft (Fig. 1) , and then the impactor spacecraft is to make the collision with the asteroid while the main spacecraft stays in proximity of the asteroid. This concept is advantageous over the SCI concept in that all of the spacecraft mass (~300kg) can be considered as the impact mass, and the interplanetary flight velocity (relative to the asteroid) directly becomes the impact velocity, hence approximately 100 times larger impact energy than that of SCI can be achieved.
A similar attempt was already done successfully by "Deep Impact" mission. 4) This study is to investigate if the kinetic impact by an impactor spacecraft can be incorporated into the Hayabusa-2 mission, taking into account the actual ephemeris of 1999 JU3, the Sun-Earth-asteroid geometry, hardware constraints and the JAXA's guidance, navigation and tracking capability.
The study assumes intensive ground-based guidance and navigation so as to minimize a technical jump by introducing fully autonomous onboard operation. The Unscented Batch Sequential Filter (UBSF) 5) is applied taking into account the actual ephemeris, round-trip time and command and telemetry scheme. This paper discusses if it is feasible to achieve the kinetic impact with a 300kg impactor spacecraft, 3km/s impact velocity with the JAXA's deep space tracking station. This paper first shows the mission design, theoretical backgrounds of the impact guidance and navigation, and then shows some numerical results. Copyright© 2014 by the Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences and ISTS. All rights reserved.
Mission Scenario for Kinetic Impact

Candidate impact mission scenarios
One of the novel and distinctive mission objectives defined in the early stage of the Hayabusa-2 mission scenario planning is to generate an artificial crater on the surface of the asteroid to acquire sub-surface information of the asteroid. To meet this objective, three types of kinetic impact scenario were studied (Fig. 2 ).
6)
(1) Impact After Rendezvous (IAR) Scenario: Two independent spacecraft, main spacecraft and impactor spacecraft, are launched by one launch vehicle. The impactor spacecraft flies a ballistic path to impact 1999 JU3. The impact is to be observed by the main spacecraft which arrives at the asteroid prior to the impact. The impactor spacecraft is supposed to have full terminal guidance capabilities. (2) Rendezvous After Impact (RAI) Scenario: The impactor is equipped on the main spacecraft. The main spacecraft fly-bys the asteroid first, and releases the impactor at the fly-by to create the crater. The main spacecraft once escapes from the asteroid impact course and then by activating ion engine, it makes rendezvous with the asteroid later. The impactor requires an ability of terminal guidance for the impact. (3) Rendezvous And Impact (R&I) Scenario: The impactor is equipped on the main spacecraft. The main spacecraft directly rendezvous with the asteroid. The impactor is released from the main spacecraft at the proximity of the asteroid. It immediately accelerates by itself and impacts the asteroid. The impactor requires very rapid acceleration but terminal guidance capability, as the main spacecraft is responsible for all the targeting accuracy.
Going through thorough assessments on the technical readiness, scientific returns and the costs for all these scenarios, the project finally selected R&I sequence. R&I scenario is the lowest cost option and the science return is moderate.
RAI scenario, in terms of impact mission, requires similar technology as what has been realized by NASA's "Deep Impact" mission. A drawback when applied to Hayaubusa-2 mission is that the trajectory design does not allow us to have enough time for asteroid proximity operation after the rendezvous, which is the highest-priority mission objective of Hayabusa-2. We also had quite limited geometry and timing for direct observation of the impact event, as it was in Deep Impact mission.
IAR scenario is the most attractive option in terms of scientific return, as it provides the highest impact energy of all the options and provide high flexibility for the impact event observation (by the main spacecraft). The obvious drawback of this option, on the other hand, is the cost, since it requires a dedicated and fully-equipped impacting spacecraft in addition to the main "rendezvous" spacecraft. The technical feasibility is dependent on how the terminal guidance is realized, whose solution is shown in the following sections.
Trajectory design of impactor spacecraft
In order to enable the main spacecraft to observe the impact event, the trajectory of the impactor has been designed such that the impact occurs after the main spacecraft reached the asteroid. As a result, the main spacecraft arrives at the asteroid in June 2018 and leaves it in December 2019, while the impactor reached the asteroid in August 2019. Thus, the last four months are to be allocated for the impact and post-impact observations. Fig. 3 shows the result of the trajectory design of the impactor. Launched together by the same launch vehicle as the main spacecraft, the impactor flies ballistic path to collide with the asteroid. The impact velocity is approximately 3.1km/s. Fig. 4 is the terminal impact trajectory showing the last 7 days before impact. The approach path faces the noon side of the asteroid, securing good optical visibility for the terminal approach guidance.
Terminal Impact Guidance
Guidance strategy
The baseline guidance sequence of the impactor is shown in Fig. 5 . The figure shows the last 14 days to impact. The scope of this paper is 24 hours before impact until impact, where the impactor is supposed to be guided using optical navigation.
In cruising phase and precise orbit determination phase, navigation of the impactor is carried out by RARR(Range & Range Rate) and DDOR(Delta Differential One-way Ranging). Through R&RR and DDOR, the position and velocity determination accuracy achieves 10km and 10cm/s at the time of the handover to the optical navigation.
From the position with relative distance about 1,000,000 km, the target asteroid begins to be recognized and tracked by ground operator using images captured by the on-board optical telescope. During this phase trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs) are executed if necessary.
From the distance about 100,000 km, which is around 9 hours to impact, the image size of the asteroid exceeds 1 pixel and onboard autonomous image tracking becomes available. The data from Inertia Reference Unit(attitude rate) and STT(Star Tracker) are used for the navigation in addition to the measurements from the telescope.
Although the final portion of the impact can apply either an onboard autonomous guidance or a ground-based (manual) guidance, the present paper purses the ground-based guidance, (1 ) as it provides the minimum configuration for achieving the impact operation to 1999 JU3, and hence it shows, in the most effective way, the priority of technical development within limited development cost and schedule. The autonomous guidance is evaluated in the authors' other past paper.
7)
Problem setting
The terminal guidance simulation is performed to evaluate the feasibility of the impact mission. The simulation deals with the last 24 hours of the guidance and navigation toward impact.
The Unscented Batch-Sequential Filter (UBSF) 5) is assumed to be used for estimating the state of the impact and generating TCM commands. The UBSF is based on "Unscented Transformation" theory, with which one can construct a batch filter without linearizing system and measurement equations. As the "Unscented Kalman Filter"(UKF) shows better convergence performance for wider range of nonlinear estimation problems than the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the UBSF is reported to have better convergence performance over conventional Bayesian Batch-Sequential Filter (BBSF). It is also known that, in general, the estimation accuracy of batch filters is superior to that of sequential filters (Kalman filters). Thus, the properties of the UBSF are useful and suited for the impactor guidance, as the system and measurement equations are nonlinear in our case, and faster convergence with higher accuracy result is required.
The impactor operation is designed such that spacecraft and the ground segment form a closed-loop, where spacecraft provides input information for the UBSF and executes TCMs based on the UBSF outputs. The ground segment processes the UBSF calculations and some ancillary pre-and post-processing.
The system equations of the filter are written as follows: and y axis of the image plane which are, therefore, functions of attitude. In addition, system noise and TCM execution error are added in Eq.(1), whereas image pixel noise and IRU bias/ random error are added in Eq.(2). Fig. 6 illustratively shows the terminal guidance scheme with typical values. Each guidance cycle consists of NAV phase and TCM phase. The NAV phase is an onboard image acquisition phase, in which several images are captured and immediately sent to the ground station. The TCM phase executes one maneuver based on commands sent from the ground station.
According to the trajectory design shown in the previous section, the round trip time between the Earth and the spacecraft is 25 minutes. Inclusion of image acquisition and ground processing time results in an overall guidance cycle of 55 to 65 minutes. 
Image-based positioning methodology
Two types of spacecraft positioning using onboard camera image are considered.
"Target & Background Star Tracking" is to capture the image of the target asteroid with background starts. The direction of the target viewed from the spacecraft expressed in a reference frame of the star map (i.e. J2000EQ) is obtained from each image. The accuracy is only dependent on the pixel resolution and optomechanical precision of the telescope.
"Target-Only Tracking" is, on the other hand, to capture the image of the target without background stars. The reference frame of the target direction is given by the attitude determination system of the spacecraft. Hence not only pixel resolution and optomechanial precision, but also alignment of the attitude sensors and the IRU bias characteristics affect the overall accuracy. It is assumed that the attitude is determined prior to every NAV phase (image acquisition phase). The attitude during NAV phase is provided by onboard attitude propagator based on the IRU measurement.
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, existence of the IRU bias is the only difference between "Target & Background Star Tracking" and "Target-Only Tracking."
Guidance performance evaluations
Computer simulations of the terminal impact guidance using the UBSF are performed with the problem setting described in Section 3.1-3.3 and the case setting shown in Table 2 . The case setting in Table 2 is organized as follows: Effect of the navigation methodology can be evaluated by Case (1,3) or (2,4) . Effect of the angle resolution can be evaluated by Case (1,2) or (3,4) . Effect of the number of TCMs can be evaluated by Case (5,1) or (6,7) . Effect of the initial state error can be evaluated by Case (3, 6) .
The angle resolution is, in the most conservative setting, 1 pixel. However, a centroid of the bright pixels can provide higher angle resolution, which is assumed to be, as a typical value, 1/10 of the pixel resolution in this paper.
The assumed number of TCMs is 1, 2 and 4 with the timing defined in Table 3 . Fig. 7 is a simulation result for Case 1. In this simulation, the TCMs are performed such that the center of the error ellipsoid is to move exactly to the center of the impact target. The total V for this specific case is 2.7m/s, which is sufficiently small and thus feasible in terms of fuel and acceleration performance of the impactor. Fig. 7 indicates that the impactor can hit the target at the success rate of 3 , with impact accuracy of 300m. In conclusion, 2 TCMs with not larger than 20m/s of acceleration capability is sufficient to achieve the impact accuracy of 20m (3 ) . Increasing the number of TCMs contributes to reduce the total V. The target & background star tracking is preferred to be adopted, if sufficient number of stars is within the FOV of the asteroid image.
Increasing Operation Reliability
One of the major risks of realizing the ground-based impact operation is a human error in the ground processing portion of the guidance and navigation. A simple way to lower this risk is to set up redundant operation teams. Fig. 9 shows the redundant operation concept. Team-A is the primary and takes the control of the impact guidance. Team-B works as backup, and is supposed to run the identical guidance calculation process using independent tools to evaluate the outcome of Team-A. If Team-B detects any problems in the outcome of Team-A, or Team-A declares emergency by itself, Team-B overrides the control of the impact guidance. Fig. 9 shows information hand-over, taking place sometime between TCM3 and TCM4, assuming the total number of TCMs is four (Case 7 in Table 2 .) As a result of this hand-over in Fig. 9 , Team-B is to execute "TCM3.5", and TCM4 by Team-A is canceled instead. Fig. 10 shows the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. Both the primary and the backup guidance achieve accurate impact. As is seen from these figures, the backup achieves more accurate impact than the primary in this specific case, in spite of the fact that TCM4 is executed later than TCM3.5. This is because NAV3.5 uses more number of images than NAV4 (as shown in Fig. 9 ), which contributes to improve the final impact accuracy.
Conclusion
A kinetic impact to the asteroid 1999 JU3 by a 300kg-class impactor spacecraft was proposed. This study is a part of conceptual studies conducted within the mission design of "Hayabusa-2", the second Japanese asteroid sample-return mission. This concept is superior to the currently adopted "Small Carry-on Impactor(SCI)" concept in terms of scientific outcomes, as the impact energy is 100 times larger than the current SCI concept. The feasibility of the terminal impact guidance and navigation using an onboard optical telescope was discussed, under the assumption that onboard autonomous guidance and navigation is not used, and the ground operator-in-the-loop guidance scheme is adopted instead to minimize the development risk within a limited schedule before launch. It was shown that the ground-based terminal guidance is achievable with the accuracy of 200-300m(3 ) with not larger than 20m/s of fuel and a realistic operational load. A redundant operation scheme was also proposed to lower the risk associated with the ground-based processing within the closed-loop of the terminal impact guidance and navigation.
